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GRADUATION CEREMONIES MAY 31 ··JUNE 4
Bocklage Assumes Coveted News Editorship
Ky. Arts Senior
Heads ,Staff

··

"Eighty one students, two from the Milford Campus, will
receive their degrees at the final exercise of the 109th Commencement Week at Xavier University," declared the Rev.
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., Dean of the Evening College, who is
Commencement Chairman. "The activities for Commence-

William Bocklage, senior
in the college of Liberal Arts,
and resident of Newport,
Kentucky, was appointed editor-in-chief of the Xavier
University News it was an-

,..

•

..~
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/

nounced today.
Bocklage, a graduate of Covington Latin School, and a veteran of three years with the
U.S. Army in the Pacific, assumed the coveted editorship of
the· News after serving this year
as an Associate Editor from
Robert Jacobs :who will receive
his B.S.C. degree in June.
Jacobs, a graduate of St. Xavier High School, plans to continue graduate work in the field
of Business Administration upon graduation. His service with
the News has been highly commended by University officials
and his graduation terminates
three years of continuous service in reporting and editing.
Managing Editor, Thomas Hanna, a junior, will remain in this
position on Bocklage's staff.
Hanna, a veteran newsman, will
assu~e all duties of training ap~
p:entlces next year and super~~se the actual make-up of the
weekly campus newspaper.

Musketeer . Ready
For Distribution
Distribution of The Musketeer
'47 will begin either on Thursday, May 22 or on Monday, May
26, according to an announcement received this week from
William .A. Behler, editor of the
Xavier yearbook.
Notice will
be given by means of the bulletin boards during the week of
May 19 as to specific ·time and
place.
Students are reminded that
the cost of the annual has been
incorporated ·ii1 the activity fees
paid at the beginning of the semester.
Consequently all students - veterans and non-veterans alike· - need only sign a
receipt to get their copy of The

Musketeer '47.

NORWOOD VETS
FORMl.NG CLUB
The newly organized Norwood
Veterans Civic Club urges all
Xavier men from Norwood to attenc:\ the next meeting on Tuesday evening, May 20, at the
Norwood Eagles Hall on Wash. ington Ave.
Still in the formulative stage,
more than half the club's original members are Xavier men.
They include George Evans, Bi_ll
Cosgrove, Harry Inkrot, Paul
and Harry Stickley, Cole Will. ging, former Musketeer star and
All-Ohio.. tackle, and Dave Grote,
public relations assistant. Consult any of these men for further information.

109t1i Commenceme1it To See
81 Seniors Receive Deg·rees

Pictured above is a familiar and nostalgic scene to all alumni
which is soon to be reenacted when the 1947 graduates are honorell in Commencement Exercises to be held on the campus May 31
to .June 4.

Bert Downing
• Tops R1va
• Is
In cOU nCI•1 preSI•dency Race
Bert Downing was elected to the Presidency of the Student
Council for· the 1947-48 school year and Neil O'Leary was chosen
as Vice-President in the election which ended Wednesday, May 1.4th.
Incumbent President of the Council, Jack Kelly, told the News
that although· the race was close
among the three candidates Turret Specialist in a B-29 Group.
O'Leary, also a veteran, will
(Howard . Naberhaus was the
·third candidate), voting was ex- be servbg his second successive
tre~ely light, !1o more than 100 year as a member· of the Counballots .being cast during the two cil, since he represented the
junior class this past year.
days the polls were open.
Downing, candidate for a degree in Business Administration,
returned to Xavier last February after three years. of service,
most! of which he spent in the
Mt. Airy Forest will be the
Pacific as a Remote Control site of the First Annual "90-AMonth" Club Picnic, to be held
Memorial Day, May 30.
All
married students are urged to
attend.
Invitations to attend
The final regional meeting of may be had by consulting Mike
the National Federation of Cath- Vikertosky or Jim Cullen.
'Twill be a basket picnic,
olic College Students was held
May 11 at Mount Saint Joseph- though refreshments will be
on-the-Ohio. Eight of the nine served by the "90-A-Monthers."
regional members were present The agenda for the day includes
a softball game, horseshoe pitchfor the important me~ting.
The business of the day began ing contest, and other games of
with the election of officers. skill and chance. In case of inCharles D. Hogan, Jr. of Xavier clement weather the picnic will
was chosen President of the tri- be held on June 1.
state region, making it the second consecutive year that a Xavier man has held the chair.
Assisting Hogan on the executive board are James Beckman
of Dayton University, Vice Presllondny, llB)" 10ident, Pat Burns of Mount Saint
Phllopeclfau Society, Albers Hall,
7:30 p.m.
Joseph, Recording Secretary, Tneadn)",
Mny 20-Clcf Club, Albers Hall, 7 :30 p.m.
Mary Jane Porter of Marion \l'ednescfay.
Mny 21College,
Indianapolis, Corre- 'Phllosophy Club, Teachers Rot>m,
7:30 p.m.
·
sponding Secretary, and Martha
Heidelberg Club,
Fenwick Club,
8:00 p.m. ·
Yarbrough, Nazareth College, 'l'h11rsd11)",
Mn)' 22'Stuclent Connell. Room 10, 12 :20 p.m.
Louisville, Treasurer.
J3nncl Practice, Banet Room, 7 :30 p.m.
It was decided that the chair Frlcl11~·, lln~· 23SEl~IESTER
EX~tS
BEGIN
should appoint a constitutional T11es1l1l)",
Mn)' 27Clef
Club,
•;\.1bcrs
Hall,
7 :30 p.m.
committee to draw up a draft Thnudny, lfay 20/SF)~fF}S'.rDR
EX~IS
END
for the constitution prior to the
XU NE"~S ANNUAL BANQUET
first regional meeting next fall. FrhJ11y, ;uay 31>·:\fF,~IORIAJT, D,\Y,
It was also voted that the execSU:\lllUJ~.n YACA''.rION BEGINS
June 1 utive board act as an agenda S11111llly,
Bncenlaui'CR tc Exercises
committee to draw up the plan \\'cdneod11y, June 4- .
Commencement
for the followin1 year.

Basket Picnic For
''90-A-Montliers" ·

HOGAN CHOSEN
NFCCS .PREXY

Peel{ Of The
Weel{

ment Week open Saturday, May
31, and continue through Wednesday,' June ~. the final exercise taking place Wednesday evening in Memorial Fieldhouse.
The entire program is filled with
traditional events and the Alumni, friends of the University and
the .public are invited," he continued .. Fr. O'Connor then gave
an outline of events and principal speakers.
The week of festivities will
open on campus with the Alumni June Reunion, Saturday, May
31.
This event, traditional at
Xavier, will combine -field events
and games for the 1947 graduates
and the Alumni beginning at 3
p.m.
The feature of the afternoon will be the "Graduates"
vs. the "Alumni" ball game. A
buffet supper in the Cafeteria
at 7 p.m. will end the day's activities.
On Sunday, June 1, at 4 p.m.,
the Graduates at a ceremony
presided . over by the Alumni
Board of Governors, will be received into the Alumni Association.
The Class of '47 will be
dedicated to the patronage of a
Jesuit Saint.
Following this
reception the Graduates and
their parents will be the guests
of the Alumni at a buffet supper
in the Cafeteria.
From there
they will return to the East
Campus for the Baccalaureate
Exercises which :will be held at
the Shrine of Our Lady, at. 7: 30
p.m.
Fr. O'Connor pointed out that
this out-of-doors Baccalaureate
is an innovation in that it is to
(Continued on Page 8)

Xavier Open House
Set For May 25th
On the 25th of May, Xavier
University will hold Open House
The
for high school students.
day will be sponsored by the
Student Council in conjunction
with University officials.
Features of Open House Day
will include conducted tours of
the campus, movies running
throughout the day, a baseball
game with the Xavier nine, an
afternoon dance in the Blue
Room of the Union House, and
free
refreshments.
Activities
will commence at one, with the
campus remaining open until 5
p.m.
The purpose of this invitation is to acquaint prospective
students with the advantages of
attending Xavier.
The committee in charge is
headed by the Rev. Joseph P.
Buschmann, S.J., and includes
Larry Austing, Tom McDermott,
and Howard. Naberhaus.
Ushers for the· tours of the campus
are needed.
Anyon·e desiring
to serve in this important capacity are requested fo see
Father Buschmann in his Alumni Hall office.

Economics Clrib Elects
At their last meeting held last
week at the Cricket Annex, the
Economics Club elected Edward
Glockner as their president
for, n e x t year.
At t h e
same meeting Jake Schweizer
was appointed vice-president and
Ed Noechuck was made secretary-treasurer.

Graduate School To Hold
Registration June 20-21
Registration for Xavier University's graduate school will be
held on June 20 and 21, with classes .beginning on the Avondale
campus on June 23, Dr. Raymond McCoy, Acting Director of the
Graduate Division, announced today.
Through the new Graduate School Bulletin, the following
courses are available: qualitative, physical organic, and or- and Milton. History: The Renganic chemistry.
Languages: aissance, Contemporary ProbCicero, Latin, Lyric Poetry and lems of Peace, Introduction to
Roman Imperial Period.
Edu- Historical Method, Roman ImPeriod.
Mathematics:
cation: Administration, a Sur- perial
vey, Philosophy of Education, Mathematical Statistics, Special
Educational Research from the Functions of Real Variable and
Consumer Point of View, Edu- '.Aartial Differential EquatiQns.
Dr. George F. Donovan, Prescational Psychology, Curriculum
Development, Administration of ident of Webster Groves Colthe Elementary School and the lege, St. Louis University, and
Evaluation of the Second School. Mr. Robert J. Lavell of the CinEnglish: The English Renais- cinnati Public School System,
sance, . ~Aesthetics and Literary will join the staff as visiting AsCriticism, Victorian Poetry, Sur- sistant Professors for the sumvey of American Literature to mer school term in the Grad1865, R~manticism in America uate 'Division.
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DROLLERY
By Lou Kopiruld
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If anybody's interested, Tom
A REMINDER Freiburger wants it known that
A vet may not change the course that he originally registers
The Catholic School Press Aa'n.
the iron fence around Marion
for
without
approval of the Veterans' Administration. If you
Hall won't be a one color affair.
Intercollegiate College Press
plan
to
change
your course in the future, don't wait until the .last
At present, it is orange, but now
minute. Allow yourself at least thirty days for necessary ·pro(The views and opinions as expresse11 by "'11rlom1 feature wrlterto, columnl1t1 Tom Duff has taken over the
and guest writers do not 11eccssnrlly express the olflela&I opinion• of the
cessing in the V. A. before the date on which you want your course
X•nler Unh·erslty Admlnlstrntlon.
Mutters of ofrlelnl natur11 appearlns brush and it's certain to have a
lo the NEWS will be so desllrnated.)
few green spikes. Hope Dominic change to become effective. If you plan to change your course in
the future, stop at the Veterans' Office for necessary instructions
Caruso stays out of it.
and assistance. _
Everyone is wondering who
• •
George Vetter is referring to
Those vets who are attending Xavier now under the GI Bill
when he talks about "Love." and who will transfer to another institution under the GI Bill for
Rumor has it that she is a nurse the summer session only are reminded that, when they return to
at Good Sam.
Xavier in September, they will have to present a supplemental
There's something in the pill Certificate of Eligibility in order to be reentered in ,training. If
job .John Kiely's laboring atfrom the institution in which summer school work will be taken 'falls
10 to 2 (lunch included) that's within another Tegion of the Veterans' Administration, :you are
• A 0b W
.. e ll D one • • •
simply fascinating . At least Tom urged to get your supplemental Certificate from the VA office in
HAT long, heartfelt sigh you heard _whistle softly around McDermott t~inks so. John pre- that region before returning to Cincinnati and Xavier.
Hinkle Hall was emanated by the editors and staff of the scribed aspir!n for Tom's fallen
• • • • •
Xavier News as the final edition rolled off the presses and arches.
Those veterans who are attending Xavier under the GI· Bill
the 1946-47 journalistic year came at last to its close. So as
George Canahuatis' never at the present time and who will return to Xavier in September,
do the Arabs the News staff folds its tents and silently steals going to call my close plays at 1947, need not present any new evidence of their VA eligibility.
away, some of the members for the last time. Among the second base again. Those that The Xavier Veterans' Office will recommence your training in
latter are included Larry Aus ting, Frank Balmert, Bob wer~ there, know why.
·September when you preseot . yourself at that office during the
Hummel, Bob Jacobs, Charlie Palmer, Don Schenking, and
Professor J. Link finally found registration period.
.
George Vetter.
·i
· D d n
•
•
•
•
•
On behalf of the seniors who are bowing out of the a way to si ence Kim od · e
Full time attendance at summer i;chool will be considered -to
News picture and the rest of the staff we wish to extend
merely asks Mm a question. It
be the following: (6) credit hours for those who attend the six
works
with
others
too!
few grateful gratias where we believe they truly be1ong.
week summer session, June 23 to August 5 (8) credit-hours for
First and foremost we want to thank sincerely our .Presi- Wonder if Jim De Franco those who attend the eight week summer session, June 23 to Augdent, the Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., whose backing, e11- realizes he gained twenty pounds ust 16. Attendance of less time will be considered part-time atcouragement, and faith in the News, despite one or two or so. He's making his suits tendance and will allow only partial subsistence.
horrendous mistakes, gave us the inspiration to start and stretch a long way.
continue its reorganization after a protracted wartime lapse.
Some students really are carryFr. Stechschulte, our Editorial advisor, also is the recipient ing rugged schedules. Don
of our thanks for his advice on certain controversial subjects Gruneissen for instance.
We
The X Music Dept. cites a bers."
and his inspiring Christmas editorial; Fr. Dietz, too, not only hear his alarm go off around News article for correction:
While it is planned to recogfor his work last year, but for his penetrating critiques, es- noon every day. Too bad it disThe News article stated that nize membership in the band
pecially of dates, and his splendid Lenten editorial this year. turbs John Dickerson.
incentives offered included "all- with appropriate rewards-.and
We owe a debt of thanks to the efforts of Mr. Joseph Link,
R. Van l\leter tells us one must expense trips witli the football recognition, it was pointed out,
whose invaluable suggestions and efforts helped us in editing in every man's library is a "Ford team, letter sweaters, and, for the exact policy has not as yet
a newspaper worthy of the college level of Xavier. To single Parts Ma:mal." It has something the dance band, remuneration been formulated,
Scholastic
out many individual staff members for their excellent work to do with a post graduation for off campus functions. Schol- credit will not be given until a
is not possible here, but we believe that Tom Hanna and position in Memphis.
astic credit will be given mem- basis for it is arranged.
Bill Bocklage shou,ld be lauded for giving so generously of ;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
their time and efforts for this year's News. To all these
we say many thanks and ask their continued assistance and
By Charlie Larkin
'encouragement in the future.
Looking forward to next year we cannot help but feel
that under the able leadership of the new editor, Bill Bocklage, and his fine staff, the Xavier News will grow by leaps
and bounds in prestige and popularity. It will continue to
act as a liaison between students and faculty, giving the
students an insight into what's going on at Xavier, both administratively and socially and a chance to air their opinions,
suggestions, and grievances. We are confi~ent that 1947-48
will see a greater News for a· greater Xavier.

Associated Collegiate Prea

•••
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The Band Clarifies

Statement

PASS IN REVIEW

e A Fm·ewell To The Class Of '47 • ••
~ ..

Farewell, you Musketeers, farewell,
Before you lies the future ...
But from these ivy-covered walls,
The moonlit paths, the lofty halls,
May this thought forever linger
Your job is done?
No! Only half begun.,
Farewell, you Musketeers, farewell,
Let nothing you deter . . .
From your keen minds ideas will pour,
Your fortunes made, the world is yours,
But never from this infer
Your job is done.
It is only half begun.
Farewell, you Musketeers, farewell,
Sons of Xavier forever . . .
Show true devotion to God and country,
To all your friends and family.
Yet realize that never

Will your job be done Only half begun.
Farewell, you Musketeers, farewell,
May we our service render , . .
'Till peace and quiet come over all.
The day grows dark, the night doth fall Comes Death, and life is over.

Then, your job is done?
Still... only half begun.

R. G. Poirot

Eyes right! And the cream of X's ROTC pass in review on Corps Day before Colonel ·Dunn
and student officers. Xavier's band keeps the step steady.

ROTC NOTES AT YEAR'S END FROM THE
NOTEBOOK OF SGT. CHARLIE LARKIN
The Pistol and Rifle teams
have completed t h e i r final
matches for' this year, and both
teams have been a credit ·to the
corps, despite the fact the teams
never reached their maximum
effectiveness due to a shortage
of ammunition and inexperience, In spite of these handicaps, Major Bowling and Sgt.
Fillipone, faculty directors, were
well pleased and asked me to express ..their thanks to all members for 'their time and effort.
Inspection notes: Official results in thirty days, .... Should
be favorable according to unofficial sources. .... Morning review good. .... B and was excellent, .... One man- moved at at-

tention and cost the corps severa! points. .... Faculty agreed
the theoretical tests were broad
in scope..... Other schools take
the same tests. .... Miss Diehl :was
present and did much to compensate for the ugly weather.
Any cadets who want marksmanship awards may complete
their firing for record, any time
between now and the end of
school.
Cadets may fire at·
their convenience in the fieldhouse or at the National Guard
armory on Reading road.
There will be fifteen . vacancies in the military course, for
veterans, next semester. In order to join the corps, veterans
must be juniors, however, any

sophomore who wishes to enter
may do so with certain restrictions. Students thinking of entering should contact' the military office prior to the end of
this semester.
Open house was held by the
corps at their last formation of
the year.
Sgt. Howard was
presented with one· of Belgium's
highest decorations by the Belgian consul,
Other awards
were presented to cadets who
have shown exceptional talent
and initiative during the past
year. There was a number of
special guests, and Col, Dunn
gave a short talk thanking the
corps for the cooperation -dis·
played in reor1anlz1n1 the corps.
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BOOSTERS CLUB ENDS ·SCHOOL TERM
Dean. Extols Evening Students WITH OLD FASHIONED BARN DANCE
• A Message From Your Dean -

WISH to t~ke this opportunity to congratulate all the students of the Evening Division of Xavier University who
are completing this year's course of study. At no little sacrifice you have attended College in the evening after working all day. because you realize the importance.of continuing
your education despite the hardships involved.
There will be no summer session in the Evening Division.
I sincerely hope that all of you will be back at Xavier in
the fall session when classes convene on September 25. Once
again we expect a capacity enrollment. But all of you who
have' been with us this year are assured acceptance into next
year's classes if you register in time. Our regular registration dates for the next session will be from September 10
to September 20, when advisors will be on hand ~o consult
incoming stµdents and placement tests will be administered.
But old students may register at any time during the summer. If they register before September 10, they are assured
'-acceptance. They may then return during the regular registration period if they wish to avail themselves of the
consulting service.
Rev. Paul O'Connor

I

e

Evening College Editorial-

Salute To The Staff

THE!

time has come to say "so-long"
for 1a few
·
h summer
ld 1 k
months. In addition to biddmg farewel ' I s ou
i e
to say "~hank you•: to all of the NEWS staff who have cooperated so splendidly ~hroughout the year.. The I?-embe~s
of the staff of t~e Even~n&' ~ollege have ach1~ved with their
unusual enthUSlaS,?11 and interest some adm1r!1ble results..
First of all, Jim Hughes deserves our praise and gratitude. Jim was responsible for organizing the Evening College staff at 'the. beginning of the school year. It was he
who first incited interest in the participation of the Evening
College in the NEWS. It was Jim who gave all of us helpful advice and encouragement in our initial efforts.
And our reporters - you've seen them working, I know
- 'l'helma Dinsmore chasing all the Prof's into a corner,
Marilyn Hilvers rumoring about, Julie Geeks making many
an·inquiry, Audrey McCafferty scooping up the sports news,
Mary Brinkman never failing with a Booster ~eature, and
Pat Riley and Cathie l)iehl doing a bit of humor research
in odd places. Yes, they.have been a faithful seven. And
all of them plan to be with 'the staff next year.
Special recognition is due Louis Bunning, student of
·the Day Sch.ool, whose ~ood taste and unerring judg~ent
have resulted in effective lay-outs and novel headlines.
Thank you, Lou, for the many hours you have spent ill the
interest of the Evening College. .AJso, Charles Lang, that
fellow of amazing literary talent and originality, who has
given me many a helpful hint. One more bouquet - and
that's for Jim McCarthy, whose professional skill in photography and cheerful cooperation have been invaluable.
So-long people. A pleasant summer to all of you. I'll
be looking forward to another year of fun with you on the
NEWS.
,

- ·-:,rn.-.,-·
.'

........

BOOSTERS OUTLINE PR.OGRAM
OF -COMING YEAR'S ACTIVITIES

-~·

On attractive outline of social events for the coming
year was announced by Jack Morris, president of the Boosters Club at a general meeting last Sunday afternoon. The
- officers ~re to be commended for their work in p,lanning
this promising schedule of· activities. The program for the
year. .is as follows:
'
treat
May 27 - Farewell Party for
March _ Skating Party, date
all students
~
to be announced .
June 8 - Booster Picnic, Mt.
April 9 _ Annual Formal
Airy
Booster Ball
July Dinner Party and May 6 _ Xavier Night on the
Dance, date and place to ·be an- Ohio
nounced
... June 4 _ Farewell Party
· August 15 - Booster Swim- It is suggested that all stuming Party, Gehrem's Pool, dents keep this schedule in mind.
Westwood
It is a general outline which
September 7 - F,ield Day for may possibly include other
all students
events not. as yet determined.
Initial meeting of the Bowling
teams
November 9 - Card Party and EVENING COLLEGE PEEK
May 17 - Tennis Teams Play,
Dance, Fenwick ·club
, November 23 - Election of Airport Playfield
new officers of the Boosters May 19-23 - Semester ExamClub
inations
November 28 - Initiation of May 22 - Choral Club Meeting
new members of the Boosters May 23,25 - Masque Soc1ety
Club
Productions, Xavier High' School
· November. 30 - Annual Mass Auditorium
and Communion, Formal instal· May 27 - Farewell Party for
lation of new officers, Formal all students
induction of new members
May 29 - Annual Press .DinDecember H - Christmas Party ner f_or NEWS · Staff, Gibson
. and Dance
.
Hotel
·
February 8 - Pre-Lenten
Dance
March 11-H - Annual Re·

.
I •

Get On The Ball
C l
Respond to I!c a l

/'

Committee Invites All Students To "Come Em·ly
And Stay Late" .1lt Fm·eivell Pm·ty, May 27tli
The Boosters Club of the Evening College will wind up
the semester with a Farewell Party in the form of an Old
Fashioned Barn Dance on Tuesday evening, May 27, in the
fourth floor assembly hall. Francy Berns, general chairman
of the event, has announced that the Silverton Trio has been
- - - - - - - - - - - - - engaged to provide the music for
the evening which will begin at
7:45 and end at 11:45 p.m.
"Come early and stay late" is
the order of the day.
0
Francy Berns and her commitThe formation of a "FIRST tee consisting of Jeanne DossYEAR CLUB" open to new stu- man, Lorraine Staten, Harold
dents who are not as yet eligible Grome, Gene Middlekamp, Verfor Booster Club membership na Zimm'erman, Eileen Howell,
was discussed and voted upon at Ru~s Weiler, Carl Grome, Gus
the recent Booster meeting. The Sheehan, Ralph Stacey , and
response to the idea of such a Adele Rennekamp have promclub was very favorable.
A ised ri very enjoyable evening
committee consisting of Mary for all persons attending.
All
Brinkmann, Walter Behler, Carl students and their friends are inGrome, Bob Duffy, Jeanne Doss- vited to come and join in the
mann, Agnes Murd, and Marie festivities of the evening Flournoy, was a·ppo1·nted to i'm- d ancmg,
.
. .
smgmg,
an d i·ef res l 1mediately undertake the details ments.
Don't forget!
Tuesof organization of a group of day, May 27. Admission of 75c
this nature, which, it is hoped, to be paid at the door.
will provide an outlet for the
abilities and energies. of the new
·
t x .. r
Applications for work on
peop1e a
avie ·
the Evening College staff of
the NEWS for next year are
··-·-· ' • ............ - ... "" now being accepted. Write or
phone Marie Flournoy.
Residence: HU 0157 M,
~y Pat Riley
Business: CH 5820. extension
....-.. .... .,.. .................. -·..,. 489

First Year Club
Being Formed At
E
• C 11
venn1g
ege

AS RILEY SAYS

..............................................................

Inquiring
By Julie Geeks

.................................•....................•......•
The last paper -

the last

week of school. Instead of .taking up this i)recious space with

the u~ual nonsense that proceeds the student's comments;
I'll skip that part, and go right
on asking the students if they're
glad the school year has come
to an end.
"I'm sort of glad :10W, although
when September rolls around,
I'll be certainly· glad to come
back." This comes from Flora
Behler.
Ray Wissel says that summer
is coming on, and that definitely
makes a ·difference whei:e school
is concerned.
Sue Warren will be relieved
not to have the responsibility
during the summer months, but
adds, "It's been fun."
"Certainly" says Harry Maly.
"Doesn't everyone enjoy a little
vacation from school."
"School is O.K. during the
winter months, but It doesn't go
with . summer for me." Rita
Wesselman comments.
John Amann will be glad because then he won't have to
rush to get here on <time.
"When summer arrives, it's
time for a vacation from school,"
is Rosemary Fluegemann's only
answer.
Paul Doyle says "Yes," ·beca·.ise
he needs a rest, and agrees that
everyone else does.
(I would like to add that it
has been swell writing this column, and I'd like to thank alt
the students that have been nice
enough to let me interoiew
them.)

Have you ever played nursemaid to a five year old boy?
You haven't?
Well settle back
in y9ur straight jacket and let
me tell you all about it.
All went well until Bobby
(that was the little brat's name)
Arrangements were made for
went to play with the little girl
the
major social events' of KaP-:.
next door.
Unfortunately, his
pa
Sigma
Mu for the coming
idea of play was to knock the
lady down and throw dirt in her year at a recent meeting of the
hair, which action is not re- Board of Directors. These events
commended to anyone who include a Hay-Ride and Bicywants to become a success so- cling at Handle Bar Ranch in
June, the ·Annual Picnic in Aucially.
gust,
the Halloween Party,. and
Notice all Boosters! BeginNow, little Bobby's schedule
ning
in July the Boosters plan to
the
Annual
Formal
Dance
in
called for a nap in the afterThe awarding of a meet regularly every second Sunnoons, and I was bound and de- February.
termined that he was going to scholarship to a student of the day in the month. This is being
indulge in said nap.
Dragging Evening College was discussed done for the purpose of better atthis little Frankenstein up to at this meeting. The details of tendance and more active interest. Don't forget the second
his beddy-bye was no small this award. will be announced
Sundays.
task, I assure you and he pro- later.
tested violently in such form as
this, "I don't wanna take a nap,
I'm not tired and if you make
me go to bed, I'll beat your brains
out with a rusty hammer, I'll get
even with you, wait and see!"
This last was punctuated by vicious kicks in the general direction of my shins, but I won
out and finally hauled Junior into his boudoir.
Ah, yes, get even, he did, the
pocket sized gangster - and
about fifteen minutes later, when
I returned from taking a B.C.
headache powder, Dracula was
wielding a pair of scissors, and
had cut the curtains hanging at
the walls to various lengths,
sheared the hail' off his little
head and had blissfully drawn
life sized cartoons· on the wallpaper with his mother's lipstick.
At this lovely interval his mother had returned from her shop-Photo by McCarthy
ping tour.
What a situation!
Evening college Tennis Club, left to right: Russ Weiler, Carl
I apologized profusely, for not Grome, Bob Landers, Lou Grome, Francy Berns, Harold Grome,
having bound and gagged her Bob ~orchers, Larry Barker, Mary Lou Fehring.
obnoxious offspring, but she
In spite of high wind and low school.
Thereafter they will
would not listen to any of it
and/said she was just thankful temperature numernus mem- play on either Tuesday or Thursthat the house was still stand- bers of the Tennis Club came out day evening.
ing.
to play last Saturday afternoon
Anyone interested in playing
The who has hot as yet turned in his
Seriously .though, I adore chil- at the Airport Playfield.
dren, especially when they are teams plan to play every Satur- name at the office, may do so
day afternoon until the close of befo1·e the close of school,
fast asleep.

Kasimu Plans
Hay-Ride, Picnic,
Dance In 1947-48

BOO.STERS ·' •' •'

Newly Formecl Tennis Club Holds
Initial Practice At Play Field

<
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THE YEAR'S NEWS IN RETROSPECT
HEADLINE S
d Postwar Year
XU EDITORS PRESENT
CHRONOLOGICAL RESUME HIGHLIGHTS econ Real1n Of. Sports
IN REVIEW
In By Dick Henkel
OF. CAMPUS EVENTS
By Joe Meyer, Jr., and Charlie Larag

The 1946-47 athletic season was a hectic one of re-or. ganization and remod:lling_ in every asp~ct, with th~ coach~XftL1ifoM~~~i:fNAJIO~ ing ranks of the university no exception. In~admg · the
tough competition prevalent throughout the nat10n as athALUMNI ASSOCIATION· I t'
·
d 't f' t boom year after the war Xavier
BARRACK _ UNITS C 0 M~ .e ics e_xpenence .. is irs
.
•_,
·
PLETED FOR VETERANS· found itself entermg the 1946-47 season with a completely
STUDENTS HEALTH SERV~ reva?1ped sports departmentd. versity to issue a firm statement
Phil Bucklew alumnus an
ICE PROGRAM; POLISH former grid sta~ for the Blue, on that matter to quiet the misPRIEST VISITS PRESIDENT held the sole official appoint- leading information which had
STEINER; 54TH ANNUAL ment on the university staff i::1 been circulating.
ALUMNI SPRING DINNER. his position as 'head football
Blue and White Boosters outSPECIAL NEWS
coach and athletic director. As grew the doubts which had
"X AV I E R PRESENTS" summer gridiron sessions began, arisen in their minds as a result
RADIO SERIES ON WKRC; he announced the appointment of the turbulel)t football sea~~m
NEWS QUESTIONAIRE AND of Joe Thesing and Russ Nickel and concentrated on the efforts
SURVEY OF OPINION; ES- as backfield coaches, and "Rocky" of the basketball team.
Here
TABLISHMENT OF JOB Ruggieri and Paul Sheetz as his again the ability of a new coach,
PLACEMENT BUREAU; line tutors.
Lew Hirt, was to be tested. On
COUNTESS DE CHAMBRUN Football Suffers Growing Pains October ll, the signing of Hirt
LECTURE AT XAVIER.
k'
f T
was announced in the News, and
to ":~~:h~~~~d !1u~n;:hi:~ i:! when the new hoop mentor held
INTERVIEWS
his first few practice sessions,
TL the schedule unfolded, speculaMRS • FREDERICK WA:-LJ
confidence in his ability to floor
ACE HINKLE ·, LOUIS tion ran wild throughou.t Cin- a top flight team soared. ComBROMFIELD ; MAYOR CARL cinnati and the campus as ex- ing to Xavier with an excellent
W · RIC H ; MONSIGNOR P ert and non-expert alike tried won-and-lost record in his years
FULTON J. SHEEN.
to figure just what was wrong
with the Xavier football team. of coaching at Hamilton CathSOCIAL NEWS
The answer came shortly after olic High, his double-pivot sysForcefully ejecting the e<litor after the .final edition of the
HALLOWEEN C AM p U S
tem failed to boost the Muskie
Xavier University News are, from left to right, George Vetter, Bob DANCE·
THANKSGIVING the closing game -of the season cagers over the .500 mark for
Jacobs (Editor-in-Chief), Bob Hummel, Frank Balmart, Jack Cassin. EVE DANCE ON CAMPUS; when the Athletic Board of Con- the season; but by March Lew
trol announced Bucklew's resig- Hirt had solidified the confidence
has been able to find the student viewpoint on various CADET HOP - MILITARY nation as head coach and athof his critics.
. t ory f or N ewswn't'mg DANCE
ON DANCE
CAMPUS;
ma tt ers w h i_·1e a 1so ac t'mg as a 1a b ora
CHRISTMAS
_ letic director.
New Coaches Appointed·
·
That the circumstances sur. and J ournahsm classes.
This year, the University p1,1blication in its reinaugura- LAST CAMPUS SOCIAL; rounding Bucklew's "resignaThe ·appointment of two new
tion of eight page tabloid issues, has been met with more FROSH-SOP~ ~OP - FIRST tion" were the most disconcert- football coaches came late in
success than was believed possible at the beginning of the EVENT OF 47' MILITAR~ ing in the school's athletic his- December.
Edward J. Kloska,
school year. Through constant effort on the part of an in- ~~foR Hp~~~ADETE<i,~~~ tory in many a year was a wide- another alumnus ·and former
terested staff, the paper. has be:n brought up to hi~her TION OF PROM- QUEEN; ly recognize~ fa.ct in the star, assumed the head coaching
standards, ~nd at many times durmg. th~ ye.ar, has received BATTLE OF BANDS NEWS weeks precedmg his. dep.arture, reins after three undefeated sea; XU r1:1m,ors of s~range thmgs i.n Xa- sons at Cincinnati Purcell High,
comme~dat10ns from other college mstitut10ns throughout DANCE __ APR.
16
the Umted. States.
.
.
.
.
BOATRIDE _
CATHOLIC v~er s athletic set-up received a with Bill Feldhaus as his line
~ews m the headlmes durmg the year IS briefly sum- COLLEGE NIGHT· SENIOR big_ play from. local ~ports coach and first lieutenant. Klusmanzed below.
.'
scribes, all of which culmmated ka, a well-known figure in XaThe first reunion of Alumni campus· publication registered BALL AT GIBSON ROOF - in the genial coach's announce- vier football history, was a
members since before the war 97% approval of the student MAY 16; COMMENCEMENT
t th t h h d b en virtually popular choice for the school's
ON CAMPUS
men
a e his
.a Job.
. e
Circulation was esti- DANCE
forced from
A press hottest coaching spot, while
MAY
began at Corcoran Field at the body.
29
3
X-Ohio U football game follow- mated at 000.
·
dinner given by Bucklew shortly Feldhaus was also highly conA Job Placement Bureau, esSTUDENT COUNCIL
thereafter planted a nasty black sidered on the strength of his
ed by a get-to-gether of students and alumni at the Hotel tablished for the purpose of X
FA L L ELECTION OF eye on Xavier athletic policy, four years with the Detroit
(Continued on Page 5)
Alms.
students by the Alumni Asso- CANDIDATES- OFFICERS; forcing the President of the uniciation, 'made it possible for STAG NIGHT SMOKER - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Notables Visit X
Shortly before Christmas the graduates as well as undergrad- MARCH 21; DRAG NIGHT
uates to procure part time and AT FIELDHOUSE - APRIL
first of many temporary barrack
1; ELECTION RESULTS
units were completed for mar- full time positions.
fl
ried veterans and their families · Alms Hotel was the scene of FOR 47-48 OFFICES.
the
54th
annual
Spring
Dinner
of
CLUB
NEWS
for occupation.
the Xavier Alumni Association
MERMAID TAVERN
By Cliarlie Palmer, .News Sports Editor
Early in February saw the inwhich
celebrated
its
first
reunion
16TH
ANNIVERSARY·
REFOOTBALL
IN REVIEW Recorcl of Hirt's Hoopsters
auguration of the Xavier Stusince
the
advent
of
World
War
ORGANIZATION
OF
'MASA
review
of
the
1946 football
With the signing of Lew Hirt
dents Health Service. The staff,
The principal speaker was QUE SOCIETY· CLEiF CLUB season in the Musketeer lair is as Xavier's head basketball coach
headed by Dr. C. Richard Schro- II.
The there began a new era for the
der included Drs. Jerry Janson, His Grace, the Most Rev. John C 0 NC E RT PER F 0 RM- going to be rather dark.
AlLeo Smyth and Joseph Podesta, King Mussio, Bishop of Steu- ANCES· ECONOMICS CLUB whole situation was one of strife Musketeer court teams.
rendered invaluable service to benville, Class of '24, who stress- - LOCAL BUSINESSMEN· and concurrently one of great though the past season's record
ed the need of Christian leader'
the school.
Gen
SCHOLASTIC NEWS
disappointment for Xavier fans. is eight wins against seventeen
ship in the world todav
In a brief visit to the campus,
,
.
•·
· WASHINGTON ORATORAlthough there were few losses, the real brilliance, spirit,
the Rev. John Szopinski, S.J., a P. Lmcoln.Mitchell, class of 1897, ICAL CONTEST· ANNUAL bright spots in the season, the and all-around good showing of
VERKAMP DEBATE.
year 1946 did mark the renais- the Muskies was evidenced by
native of Poland and survivor of was especially honored.
Countess Clara de Chambrun,
sance of the gridiron sport on the the vast crowds tha't regularly
the Nazi Dachau concentration
Evanston Campus and that was attended their games.
camp, said that, "The peoples of native Cincinnatian and noted
Central Europe now under Rus- author, lectured at Xavier Unia good thing.
Although outIn one of the most bitterly
standing plays and players were fought contests in the history of
sian domination fervently hope versity on "The Value of Literfor a third world war • . . as ature Today." Outstanding infew and far between, we cannot Xavier, the Musketeers closed
bow out of the picture without the season by bowing to Cincinthey prefer death to Commun- terviews throughout the year
SPORTS
mentioning .some of our "best" nati, their intra-city rivals,
listed ~ Mrs. Frederick Wallace
ism."
Hinkle, L~uis Bromfield, Mayor
X-UC Fo'oTBALL RIVAL- selections.
76-51.
Radio Series Presented
W.
Rich
and
Msgnr.
Fulton.
RY
NOV.
9;
X
GRIDS
Best
Player
for
the
Year
Never willing to say "die" the
Carl
The new and novel radio seJ.
Sheen.
TOPP
L
E
MARSHALL
Bob
McQuade.
·
Muskies
were respected by all
ries XAVIER PRESENTS which
The
social
calendar,
well
dotTHANKSGIVING·
CAGERS
Most
Sportsmanlike
Player
opponents.
Using the double
was recorded · from the Parapivot system they showed a defmount Theater stage and broad- ted with events throughol!t the D E· FE AT OUTSTANDING Bob Conway.
Best Defensive Game Players inite offense not too easily
cast over WKRC, began a highly scholastic year, held various col- BOWLING GREEN; DAYsuccessful run of ten programs orful dances on the campus, TON UPSET BY X UNDER- - Pete Marino (Cincinnati) and stopped, especially on the home
court where they won five and
and brought out campus talent among which were a Hallow~en DOG QUINTET; XU-KEN- Stan Ense (Miami).
Dance, a Thanksgiving Eve TUCKY DRAWS CAPACITY
.
lost five.
and student ingenuity in script Dance, a Cadet Hop for ROTC CROWD· MUSKIE HOOPBest Offensive Game played
writing and direction.
Baseball Digest
members, and a joyous Yuletide STERS 'AGAIN BOW TO - Bob McQuade (Marshall~.
affair the week before Christ- UC; X NINE SCORE RE- ' Most Promising Player - Jim
"N-:ws" Gets Approval
The 1947 Musketeer baseball
nine, under the guidance of
The Frosh-Soph Hop at VENGE OVER KENTUCKY; Daum.
In an all-campus survey of the mas.
Most Aggressive Spirit - Jim Coach George E. Hiatt, was the
XAVIER NEWS conducted by the To1~per Ballroom started off KLUSKA ASSIGNED GRID
(Continued on Page 7)
MENTOR.
DeFranco.
the English Department, the
(Continued On Paae 8)

The Xavier University News, formerly the Xaverian
News has been published and staffed by Xavier students
since' its first publication in 1916. Its chief obJ·ective has
. . .
been to present news of the students, of campus activities,
social affairs, scholastics, in addition to coloring this news
'with international and local topics of recent date. In creat·
h
H"
·
1 d
1 ·
f t
th N
mg t e Bee ive, a nove an exc usive ea ure,
e ews

----

...
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ATHLETIC BO ARD

xu· Sports
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• At hietIC
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THE NEWS LOOKS TO THE FUTURE
T;rue Picture Of Xavier's
Ideals _Ne'w Editor's Aim

Xavier Coaches Organize To Direct

UR ambitions
next year are simple and realistic. Musketeer
Teams 0£ All Types Into
O
·We hardly believe that we will force the New York
Times out of business, but we do believe that we will produce a
as well written and made up as any college Foreground 0£ 1947-48 Sports World
the country. We have gained invaluable exf~r

wee~ly

ne~spaper ~n

perience this past year which saw the publication of the
first eight~pag~ weekly in the history of the University and
are ready to improve what we have begun in every department.
Primarily, the college newspaper represents the voice
of the student in the university, and it will be our aim to
speak out upon every matter of student concern. We feel
that it is our d~ty to reflect the Xaverian ideals as they are
best found among the student body. We want all of our
readers, whether they are students or not, to realize that
the Xavier student has something '\Vorthwhile to say not only
about school matters but upon the affairs of the nation which
pertain to him.
.
We have organized to gain these objectives, yet there
is much to be done. We will, of course, need the active
support of each member of the university. During the preceding months, we have, in most cases, secured it and are
most grateful. We still seek writers and workers for the
paper and will grant anyone that applies· an opportunity to
become a member of the staff. There remains, too, certain
organizational details to be settled, such as new quarters
for the News office, a problem which is especially bothersome in view of the crowded facilities of the university.
We have seen during this year, now almost ended, the
revitalization of many traditional Xavier activities after the
years of the war and have recorded their resurgence. This
coming year, we hope to report them as they grow, take
inspiration from them, and become, as best we know how,
their best representation in print.
Bill Bocklage.

\•,'

Kloska, Hirt, Hiatt, Tilton, And Jeffre Ready
Their Men For Big-Time Opponents Scheduled
By Bob Coate11

ned the following spring.
The
Xavier track will be rE;conditioned so that it will be possible
to hold meets here next year.
A college boxing and wrestling team probably will repre·sent Xavier next year.
Hampered this year by the scarcity
of athletic equipment, the boxing team next year will be adequately equipped since the athletic material is now available.
There are many students interested in boxing as evidenced
by the exhibition put on by
some of the students at the Annual Stag Night.
The golf and tennis teams will
be looking forward to furthering
themselves in '48 as the majority of the players are undergraduates and are expected to
return.

What is in store for Xavier in the field of athletics next year?
Will Coaches Kluska, Hirt and Hiatt develope teams more outstanding and more capable of winning than those of 1947? Are
the Musketeers on the way up? These questions and many others
similar in thought have been, are being, and will be asked.
The athletic department of I
..
.
Xavier is expecting the year 1948 bank boards defm1tely m the
to blossom out into a well plans.
rounded ·representative year for
Diamond Schedule Complete
the Blue and . White of which
Coach George Hiatt's Muskefaculty, students, and friends of teer baseball nine, with one year
Xavier will be justly proud.
of college and Tri-State comCoaches Hirt, Hiatt, Tilto::i, petition in the books, will be exand Jeffre will again tutor their pected. to bring additional fame
young teams wh6 now have a to Xavier in the major spring
full year of experience in com- sport.
petition behind them.
The entire squad of 35 men
Gridiron Hopes Great
will- return for at least one more
year of competition. A 25 game
Head Football Coach Ed Kluska
has, through the excellent and schedule is planned, including
Future Bright
a trip which may bring the Musenligh tening spring drills, a very kies in competition with some
Mr.
Gordon
Nead, Xavier's
good estimation of what his
of the prominent Southern and Dir. of Athletics, is confident that
charges are capable of doing. Big Nine teams. The team will great things are in store for the
Last week Coach Kluska said,
"We will field a good xeprese::itative, spirited team, next
fall of which friends and students of Xavier will be proud.
The spring practice has been
very satisfactory, and we have
high hopes that the spirit of
the men will continue to build
up."
The "T" formation, with modifications such as a flanker, man
in motion, and shift plays, will
be used.
The fans will see smooth linework developed by Coach Bill
Feldhaus, who has vast experience from college and professional play. The backfield, along
with the line, is expected to produce smoother operations.
Editors Bocklage, Meyer, Lang, and Bunning against News
Mike Vikertosky, football. captain accepts the J.ack Dempsey \
Two more coaches will be
background.
added to the football staff, which Adam Hat Sports Award from Jack Kelly, student council president.
will number four men. A back- Mike was chosen by the student council for his exceptional line
STAFF APPOINTMENTS, 1947-48
field
coach and · a freshman play and fine sportsmanship on the gridiron.
THE XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS
coa~h will be named before the
The following appointments of staff members for the publiagain be entered in the Tri-State Musketeers next year. He said
cation of the official campus weekly newspaper, THE XAVIER fall practice commences in late League.
that the athletic department will
UNIVERSITY NEWS, or the school year 1947-48 are effective August.
go all out to further Xavier in
Cross Country Team Planned
this date:
,
The football stadium will be Ray Tilton, Xavier's track coach, the eyes of the athletic world.
Editor-in-chief ........................................................ William Bocklage, '48 renovated and the field will be plans to field a cross country
All in all Xavier's future looks
Managing Editor ........................................................ Thorµas Hanna, '49 completely resodded this sum- team next fall with five meets encouragingly bright.
Success
Associate E<litors .......................................................... C. Charles Lang, mer. The Musketeers play six tentatively scheduled with: But- can and will be obtained with
of nine scheduled games at home,
Louis Bunning, Joe Meyer, Marie Flournoy.
ler, Wittenberg, Capitol, Earl- the unified support of the stuNews Editors .............................................................. Clarence Bechtold, opening September 20th with ham, and Louisville.
dents and teams of Xavier deBowling Green.
John Waddell, James O'Brien, Howard Naberhaus.
With the fall experience and veloping to and possibly above
Exchange Editors ........................ Daniel O'Donnell, Joseph C. Kelly.
Basketball Team Intact
conditioning behind them the the traditional level of former
Sports Co-Editors .................................... Dick Henkel, Robert Coates.
Basketball Coach Lew Hirt trackmen will be in better shape years.
Assistants: William Lakoff, Charles Geraci, Thomas Murnane,
Forward, Men of Xavier
plans to form a sixteen game for the many track meets planEd Conlon, Thomas Ryan, Lyle L. Freppon.
home schedule for his basketFeature E<litor ............................................................ Robert Helmes '48
H .
b
Assistants: Arthur Schuh, Carl Kramb, Robert Dauer, John Cassin eers.
avmg 1ost no men e(Continued from Page 4)
Jr., Gabriel Hartke, John Leibold, Paul w. Kelley, Charles
cause of -graduation, rthe '48
Larkin, Jack McCullough, Frank W. Walsh, Thomas Tuite.
Musketeer court squad, with a Lions' pro team.
the B squad during the football
few new faces, will be more
A host of new faces greeted season and directed campus inEvening College Staff ...................................... Marie Flournoy, Editor polished and unified in the opcandidates for the numerous termurals throughout the year.
Assistants: Marilyn Hilvers, Thelma Dinsmore, Julie Geeks, Mary
Brinkman, Audrey McCafferty, Pat Riley, Cathy Diehl,'• eration of the double pivot sys- spring sports teams. Jack Jeffre,
Early organization of · golf
Frank Thiemann, Bob Stenger, Frank Besl.
tern.
as tennis coach, was the only and track was begun by Fr.
Columns and Correspondents ............ Charles Koenig, Andrew v.
Xavier will face one of the holdover from previous years. Franklin Fischer, S.J., and Fr.
Dojesak, Paul Ernst, Louis Kopinski, Thomas L. Kenealy, Charles most difficult schedules in the Although· George Hiatt was a Herman Mueller, S.J., of the
Hogan, Jr., Eugene Friedmann, Henry M. Massey, Donald J. history. of Musketeer hardwood familiar figure on the campus school faculty, but soon after
Meyer, Richard w. Dempsey, John E. Wall, Victor L. Kelley. Jr., teams.
Games with Purdue, throughout the year in his po- this, Xavier announced the acSyl Nitzken, Joseph Carney, Arnold J. Rosemeyer, Bert Downing.
Ohio U., Vanderbilt, Seton Hall, sition as head of the. physical quisition of Bill Roach as golf
Staff Photographers ........................................ Richard Boehle, chief Creighton, Ball State, Louisville, education department, his lead- coach and Ray Tilton as track
Assistants: James McCarthy, Ted Tighe,
Kent State, and Loyola have been ership of the Xavier baseball mentor.
Roach is club profesStaff Artists .................................... Robert L. Vehr, Ray Borntraeger. scheduled. A college basketball nine was a new experience. Be- sional at Wyoming Country
Business Managers ............................ James Bireley, Gerry Halloran. tournament also may .be played fore serving as a Major in World Club and a former Xavier man,
Assistant Business Managers ................................ Richard O'Conner, at Xavier next season.
War II, Hiatt had spent fifteen and Tilton assumed his duti~
Charles A. Rubey
The Me mo r i,a 1 Fieldhouse years in physical education and with the cindermen after eightCireulation Managers ............ Eugene J, .-riedmann, Thomas Beitinr. along with the stadium, will be three years as assistant. football een years of successful work .
Faculty Editorial Adviser ................ Rev. Victor C. Stecbschulte, S •.J. repaired with a completely new coach at the University of Cali- with the Hamilton Public High
Faculty Director ............................................ Mr. Joseph Link, ,Jr., '35 'basketball floor and new glass fornia.
Mr. Hiatt also coached trackmen.

Second Post War Year In Sports

-··- -·>.
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Cindermen Are
Defeated By
Capitol U.

New Policy For Phil Bucklew To
• Coach Columbus
Comprehensives
Pro Team In Fall

Xavier Thespians Emote

The Rev. Victor J, Nieporte,
S.J ., h as s t a t e d f rom th e D ean,s
Office the new policy for com·
. t'ions as d epreh ens1ve
examma
'd
d
b
tL.
A'
· Counc1.1.
c1 e
y ue cad em1c
As reported in the May 2 issue
of the News, the Academic
Council has been giving weighty
consideration to the desires of
the various department - heads.
The Council has decided that the

77 TO 48 SCORE SHOWS
IMPROVEMENT OF SQUAD
Xavier's cinder men traveled
to Capitol U. Tuesday afternoon
and were defeated by a score of
77 to 48 in their second meet of
the year.
Although the Musketeers bowed to Capitol, they showed considerable
improvement
over
their last meet with U.C. ,by
taking three first: the pole vault
by Viglianco, 9' 6", the shot put
by Vohrmohr, 40' 51h", the 880
yd. run by Thomas, 2: 16.8 and a
tie for first in the broad jump
by O'Connor, 19' 21h".
The
thin clads failed to place a man
in the 100 and 440 yard dash
JOHN HINKLER gossips with Gene Friedman across the card
and the 880 and mile relay.
This year Xavier's track team table in the one-act play "If Men Played Cards. As Women Do,"
didn't fare too well in its first as Bob Conway (right), and Al Bischoff kibitz. The play is one
two meets but it aroused much of three one-act plays to be given by the Masque Society at St.
new interest in a sport which Xavier High School Auditorium May 23, 24.
promises to have many more
followers next year.
This spring the cindermen
were hampered by the rather
poor condition of the track and
the lack of a regular coach at
By Charlie Hogan
the beginning of the year. Next
WASHINGTON: While labor leaders fume and management
season the track should be in
excellent condition and the thin breathes a little easier,_,the· congressional committee meets to inclads will have the services of corporate those two bills proposed by the Senate and the House
their new coach, Mr. Ray Tilton, to. control strikes and unions. Senator Robert Taft of Ohio,
champion of the senate bill, believes that should the President veto
throughout the year.
The next meet is with Wil- the ,bill, ,the Senate would pass it over the veto, if the senators
mington, May 22, and there is stick to their sides. The vote in passing the bill allowed a slim
also a tentative meet with Earl- margin over the necessary two-thirds.
ham, with the date yet to be
Although this resulting proposal will come closer to the inannounced.
tended goal - the realization by both groups that each has rights
and duties - it cannot 1ulfill that purpose. . No bill can be effective as long as the opposing sides maintain their present attitudes. When labor realizes that a strike is a drastic measure to
be used for such -0ccasions when there is actually a serious grievThe Rev. Victor Nieporte, S.J., ance, when management no longer hates and fears the strike, but
Dean of the College of Liberal recognizes the. right of the .workers to strike, then, if ever such a
Arts, announced today the sched- Utopian situation exists, then will suitable compromises be reached.

Labor Troubles In D.C. Boil As
UN Toys With Palestine Mess

\

\

\
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.

but Red Birds' b_aseball team of
the AA. Bannister also will help
finance the club along with the
following departments will con- American Professional Football
tinue to demand the thesis as Association.
degree ·requirement:
biology,
chemistry, physics and matheBucklew coached the Colummatics.
T h e Comprehensive bus Bulls to three straight champexamination has been made a ionships in 1939, '40 and '41.
degree requirement in the fields
Bucklew expects to use a nick
of Classical Language, history, name other than "Bulls." He
economics, philosophy, physical plans to introduce new colors,
. education, education and modern _a_n_d_m_a_k_e_o_th_e_r_c_h_a_n_g_es_._ __
language.
The Physical Sciences, in holding for the thesis, wish to introduce the student into a field of
research.
The Social Studies,
however, believe that the comprehensive
examination
will
give the student a firmer grasp
on his major field of study.
The departments offering the
comprehensive examinations will
give a two•hour course entitled
Comprehensive Review as a
preparation for the examination
to be taken during the latter part
of the second senior ·semester.
The Comprehensive examination
will cover the entire field of concentrat{on in which the student
(Continued on Page 8)
r

RUTH BEST

THEATRICAL AGBNCT
HEY MENFor your favorite records

Summer Schedule
Of Hours Released

ule of classes and hours for the
summer school on the Evanston
campus.
Courses in science
will end August 5. Classes will
be held during four periods,
8:30 to 9:45, 9:50 to ll:05,
11: 10 to 12:25 and 12:30 to 1:45
p.m. for· five days a week.
During the summer school,
one course in biology will be offered, three courses in chemistry, nine ·courses in economics,
7 courses in English, 3 in history, 5 in mathematics, 4 in
modern languages and 4 in philosophy.
Registrations terminate on June 21 and students interested are asked to obtain
schedules immediately and register with the Registrar in Science Hall.

Editor Revieivs
Sports Program

•

(Continued on Page 4)
first to represent Xavier in many
years. Although hampered early in the season by inclement
weather George Hiatt narrowed
down the 105 aspirants into a
powerful heads-up aggregation
of 33 men.
The Muskies opened the season with a 7-3 victory .over
Edgemont Tavern, then successively defeated Kentucky, 18-15,
Ohio U., 2-1, and Hi-Hat Barbecue, 5-2.
Miami handed the
Blue their first defeat, 5-4, in
ten innings.
The Musketeers
subsequently lost to Dayton, Cedarville, Eastern Kentucky and
Northside Merchants.
The team is composed of
mostly freshmen and sophomores
•who formerly ·performed on the
local high school diamonds.
Xavier will play every Sunday
through the summer in the Tristate League.

It's the

CAPITOL RECORD
SHOP

'110 Vine Street

Irvin F. Beumer, Director of
Student Activities and campus
representative of the Job Placement Bureau, has announced that
a desk will be placed in the
lobby of Alumni Hall, outside
the Veterans Counsellor's office,
Neil O'Leary in charge, next
week to answer student questions about the Job Placement ~+t~~W>H.._~~~M<M,..
Bureau, summer full-time and
part time jobs, and any other
I
RECORDS
. /
questions students may have
pertaining to job placement.
SHEET MUSIC
Mr. Beumer said that during
the past week all the firms conGREETING CARDS
tacted by the Alumni's Job
Placement Committee have been
recontacted by his office and as a
result a more concrete concept
34-36 E. Fifth St.
of available jobs is now ready to
be given applicants for their
consideration.

• •

SONG SHOP

Best

Carol Chapelle - Samm1 Leedl
Sinton Hotel CBer17 aaal

PA. 1'12'1
.

GAMMA PHI FRATERNITY
SPRING FORMAL
at
Hall of Mirrors

.'

. Netherland Plaza

SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1947
. - Music

By

Ches Wahle

9 to 1
Semi-Formal

$3.50
Tax Included

Too Important To Forget The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

Alumnae Annual Dinner
Margaret K. Murnahan, President of the Alumnae Association, has announced the Alumnae's annual June dinner will
be held Thursday, June ..5, at
6: 30 p.lJl. in the Student Union
Building on the Evanston campus.
Mistress of Ceremonies will
be Rose Ella Honekamp of the
Mercy
High School faculty.

Rutb

,

ON PALESTINE: The United Nations are meeting in a special
session to discuss the Palestine question. · And even in this important problem, the council is split on personal points.
The two major problems are: "Should Palestine be opened to
the Jews among the displaced persons in Europe?" and "Should
Palestine be made an independent state?"
Russia has attempted to throw the whole matter in the face
of the committee for immediate settlement. But such a ·proposal
was voted down, thus endangering the walkout of the five Arab
countries.
However, such a question, with all its contributing factors,
cannot be decided on without careful and unbiased study.
Nearly ninety-five per cent of the some two hundred thousand
Jews in the DP camps of Europe have voiced their wish to enter
Palestine. Yet the Arab 'leaders, who now have a majority in that
country, are not willing to accept these people who would take
over the .rule. Civil wars and endless strife have torn the nation
from any ·resemblance of orderly government, and there now exists a virtual free-for-all throughout. Palestine.
·
I believe that this UN committee shall have little more result in a final settlement than .the nineteen similar groups that
investigated the same situation. Whatever verdict is finally decided upon will need be enforced; for an agreement agreeable to
both factions apparently is out of the question.

Job Placement
'
Bureau Active

Co1umb us, Oh'io, M ay l9 - Ph'l
i
kl · f
X ·
u ·
uc. ew,. ?rme~·
av1er
nivers1ty,
Cmcmnatl,
football coach,
.
·
will
manage
·and
coach a new
C
o1um b us pro t earn, 1't was
learned today.
The club will be backed by Al
Banister. President of the Colum-
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J..H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
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Intermission

By Frank C. Balmert

SYMPOSIUM - The tenth anniversal'y convention of the Na·
tional Catholic Theater Conference will be held at Catholic University, Washington, June 20-23. Mr~. Christopher Wyatt, drama
editor <>f the Catholic World will be chairman assisted by Emmet
Lavery, president of the Screen Writer's Guild and author of Magnificent Yankee" and other Broadway plays; Walter Kerr of the
Catholic University drama department and Rev. Urban Nagle, O.P.,
director of the Blackfriars' guild.
Scheduled discussions include "First Place to the Playwright,"
"Li.ghting the Stage," and "Say It with Voice and Movement." A
performance at the C. U. Theater will be a feature of the program.
The Masque Society plans to have several members present at
the convention as a Xavier delegation.
• • • • •
"READIJliG maketh a full man; conference a ready man and
writing, an exact man." . . . . . Bacon

NEWS RESUME
OF HIGHLIGHTS

(Continued from Page 4)
the New Year with the traditional Military Ball and the Junior Prom followed closely afterwads.
A novel "Battle of
Bands" Dance sponsored by the
NEWS began a round of spring
activities followed by the annual Boatride in collaboration
with other Catholic Colleges, the
Senior Ball at the Gibson Roof
Garden and a late May Commencement Dance on the campus.
Student Council candidates
elected to office in the fall carried out their duties competently and were successful in sponsoring various campus dances
and pre-spring Stag and Drag
Nights, in addition to ·pep ~al
lies.
Various clubs along academic
interests functioned smoothly
during a greater portion of the
Fall-Spring Semesters.
The
Mermaid Tavern held regular
sessions of undergradu_ate and
alumni meetings, the Masque
Society, reorganized by Mr.
James Glenn, '26, in anticipation
of producing top-notch dramatic
vehicles.
The Clef Club, under the fine tutelage of Mr.
Franklin B e n s, w a s successful in g i v i n g concerts
throughout Greater Cincinnati
and Louisville, Kentucky.
The
Economics Club arranged for
numerous lectures given by
speakers from local firms with
movies as added attractions at
•
many of the meetings.
Perhaps there is a place for you in our organization.
In the two outstanding scholStop in to see us soon, - we need well-trained and
astic events of the year, Don
well-educated young people here.
Schenking, '47, won the coveted
and highly prized Washington
Medal in Xavier's 51st Alumni
THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
Oratorical Contest while Ralph
';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ G. Poirot, '48, was winner of the
;;;
Verkamp Medal of the Poland
Philopedian Society's 42nd DeFor
bate.

Congratulations

and

GOOD LUCK. •

GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

_. .

....

An Independent Slnee HU

AGOLF JACKET

that's fit to a"tee"
•'

)

___

... ,_ ..... _

TAX STAMPS WANTED
Now is the time for all good
men ·to gather every available
Ohio State sales tax stamp and
turn them in to Mrs. Thlnnes
at the switchboard in Hinkle
Hall, or deposit them in the
NEWS mail boxes.
These
stamps are used for the upkeep and maintenance of the
J'esuit home, Hinkle Hall, and
its ground!(.

ttElhshln" Fabrle
PLENTY OF ROOM for

Relax ...
have a Coke

11

power-

ful swing in this jacket styled especially for
1

golfer • • • or any active outdoor

man. A pair of bellows pockets are handy
carry-alls; elastic inserts fit it smoothly
through the hips; the front sports

11

neat

side-fastener; and the fabric's
sturdy, V.:eather-wise Cohama "Elkskin" ..•
a blend of fine rayon and cotton.
Tan or brown, sizes 36 to 46-

12.DS

1'1allle1"'• Jtlen'• FuralNhlnl(•
Sfreet Floor

Mab.ley
IOmfD UNDE1 AVIHOllT'I OP nfl! COCA·COLA COMPANY IY

. THE COCA·COLA BOTILING WORKS

COMP~Nl

&

1

Carew

I
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lcgc of Medicine, and prominent
COMPREHENSIVES
May 31 ls Date !cINTI CATHOLIC surgeon.
He is a member of
(Continued from Page 6)
the Xavier Class of 1928 in which
..
Al
.,
IBIRTI-1 RrlTE VP he
engaged.
graduated with a bril- is
Of X u1n1ii s I The birth rate of Catholics in liantwasrecord
in scholastic achieveThis decision of the Academic
•
.
the Cincinnati Archdiocese was
Council,
according to Dean Nicfor 1D4G, which mcnt and co-curricular activiA JUlUU l DUtlleJ• :1: 34is 3iperperthousand
portc, is to
effective on June
ties.
cent above the previous
be

. Saturday afternoon, May 31st, 1year and well above the national
is th~ date set for the ~947 June a\·cragc, the Chancery announced
Rcurnon, an annual sprmg c\·cnt. Monday.
It is anticipated that several
The figures were taken from
hundred former students will al- infant baptisims registered. There
tend for the celebration of good: were 9194 in l!HG and 6711 in
.fellowship, games, and field Hl45. The total Catholic populaevcnts.
j uon of the archdiocese is 266 iOO
Charles A. Eisenhardt, Alum-. in 74 912 families. Of these' 22
·
\T'
p
·a
t
·11
·
1
'
'
111
ice
rcs1 en , w1
prcsic c per cent
are families in which
as Chairman oycr the festivities one or more members are nonto welcome this year's graduat- Catholic.
ing students lo the ranks of 1.hc
St. Lawrence Church has the
alumni and will be assisted by: largest membership in Cincinnati,
James L. Centner for the grad-. 664\J in 2163 families. By fam-,
u~tcs of the Hl40 decade and ilics, St. Teresa and St. Cecilia
Vincent L. Bc.ckman, Jr .. for the i arc next, and by members Holy
1930. and e?rllcr decades.
[Family and St. Mary arc next .
.High pornt of ihc afternoon i St. George led in marriages,
will be a baseball game between I with 84. St. wmiam and St.
the alumni of the '40's and the Teresa were next. St. Raphael
'30's at 4: 00 p.m.
Other games 1had the most dcalhs 84 followed
'11
}
]
.
' I by st. Lawrence and' St.' Clement.
w1 a so Je orga111ze cl ancl will·
include table tc1:mis, badminton, There were 4731 marriages in the
horseshoes, tennis :md soccer.
archdiocese, of which 34 per cent
Members of the 1947 grad- were not both Catholic.
uating class will be guests of the
Alumni.
A buffet supper will
climax the clay's events.
Tickets entitling the holder to
participate in the entire program
(Continued From Page 1)
will be priced at -1.50 a piece. be a "cancllc-lile" service. Seats
will be provided on lhe terrace
.. And Diogenes Replied fronting the shrine.
... When the mighty AlexanThe Bacca1aurcate Address
rlcr the Great asked the ragged will be given by the Rev. Dr.
philosopher Diogenes what favor \V. Eugene Shiels, S.J., Profcshe could grant him, the Cynic, I sor of History, and alumnus of
who was reclining on the ground, the Class of 1917.
Hymns will
replied quietly:
be sung by the Clef Club under
"Now please move a little out the direction of Franklin C.
of my sun."
Bens.
The Very Rev. Celestin
-Gonzaga Bulletin.
J. Steiner, S.J., President of the
University, will be the celc:·: :-:~-:·:- :·:
:·:-:·::=:·:I brant at Benediction, which will
JJJJ
[~] i terminate the Exercise.
.
:·:The
. . The Mermaid Tavern, Xavier's I
1111 uni~1tie w1:i~cr's club, will hold
1111
their tracl1t10nal commencement
: ·:
is the
1111 week
highclay observance on
:·: Monday, June 2.
1111
:·: Pince to meet where folks IJll
On Commencement Day, Wccl~11 downtown want to eat.
... ncsclay, June 4, a Communion
:·:
1111 Mass for the graduates and their
omztain Square II otel ... ~rnrcnts will open the procc;ccl.. C" .
. Ol .
· · 1111gs al 8: 30 a.m. Fr. Ste mer

CERE1ltIONIES

1

PURPLE Cow ·..·.

i!l!F
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=

§
S

NEW

§

ENGLAND

§

::: atthatthewill Communion
Breakfast
follow in the Cafeteria
§

Rev. Victor Nieporte, S.J.·
=The
Dean of the College of Liberai

_

Arts, will preside at the Break- fasl, al which all parents of
§
§ ! Seniors arc cordially invited.
§
HAT
Commencement Exercises are
::
;: scheduled to begin at 8: 15 p.m.
::
:: in the Memorial Fieldhouse.
M.ANUFACTURING
The academic procession \vill
_ forrn in one of the Halls on )
_
COMPANY
Campus, proceed down Dana I
Ave., across the Parkway, up
_ Dana Ave., and into the Field- 118 East Sixth Street
house where it will move to a
platform creeled on the basketCincinnati, Ohio
ball floor.
_
Invocation will be given by
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ the Rev. Marshall L. Lochbiler
~·------------ S.J., President of Xavier Higl~
School.
Rev. Steiner will give
the President's Report.
The
Commcncemcnl speaker will be
1
Dr. Edward J. McGrath, Associate Dean of the Cincinnati Col:

§I

=

'
I
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BROTHERS

W hofosale Grocers

\••··············································
..·········~·
Drugs-Wines-Stationery i
The Abe Bmunri11g
P lwnnacy
3618 Montgomery Road

•

• • •

2nd and Vine Streets

Cincinnati, Ohio

EVANSTON

!

i
I
1

·~-~~~~~~t1o11at•ttt111t11111•111w1et•11tttt•llltll8 ..

QUEEN CITY
IlLUE PRINT CO.
(Rear of Post Office)
Photostats Discharge Papers
of Terminal Leave

Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes

Students who now
The Valedictorian at this 1, 1947.
years' Commencement Excrcis- have tiheir thesis approved 01·
cs \\'ill be Rourke J. Sheehan, those who will have their 1.hefor men, women
who will receive his Ph.B. from sis approved before June 1, will
continue
with
their
thesis
and
and children.
the Bachelor of Arts College.
will
not
take
the
ComprehenPresentations of awards and degrees will complete the Exer- sive examination in the Social
Studies.
After June 1, 1947,
cises.
Invitations for the Exerall students of non-science maciscs may be purchased in the jor filed will take the comprehcnsivc examination.
Book Store.
-----------------------------------------

I

GRADUATION

Raincoats

East and West Agree on A·B·C

"Chesterfteld is by fitr
ou1· Largest Selling Cigarette"
Sherman Bi//ingsley's STORK CLUB IN NEW YORK
Robert H. Cobb HOLLYWOOD'S BROWN DERBY

